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Case Studies: Sleep Apnea
Current estimates suggest that around 10% of the global population suffers from some
form of sleep apnea. For the un-initiated, apnea is the temporary cessation of breathing,
usually caused by the relaxation of muscles at the back of the throat and consequent
blocking of the airway. Because so many people suffer from the condition, solutions to the
problem have become big business in recent times. One of the most prescribed of these
solutions is the Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) device illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Typical CPAP Sleep Apnea ‘Solution’

Told that they are going to have to wear one of these (instruments of torture?) for the rest
of their lives and it is not uncommon for patients to burst into tears. Figure 2 perhaps gives
a pretty good indication of the public response to CPAP machines:

Figure 2: Public Perception Of CPAP Devices

Unfortunately, the manufacturers and prescribers of the CPAP devices have become
locked in on what in reality is merely one solution to the problem. Crudely speaking, as its
name suggests, the CPAP machine – which essentially comprises a close-fitting mask
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connected via a hose to a pump – works by supplying sufficient air-pressure into the
airway that when the muscles relax during sleep, the air pressure is sufficient to overcome
the weight of the relaxed muscle and as a consequence keep the airway unblocked.
Seeing this kind of crude solution and its unpopularity with patients (and the amount of
money the (dysfunctional) industry makes!) often acts as a spur to innovation. As such, it
felt like good territory for applying one or two systematic innovation tools… which is what
this article is about.
1) Alternative Solutions
A good first step when looking to disrupt an existing solution is to see what other
candidates might exist. A swift search of the word ‘apnea’ on US patent database revealed
over 3000 possible patents, and the even swifter conclusion that we therefore needed to
be a little more focused in our limited search time. In such situations, it is often a good
idea to use the TRIZ/SI trends to guide the search process. At the top of the list is usually
the Object Segmentation trend and the pattern of evolution from solid to fluid to gas to
field. Mapping the CPAP solution onto this progression revealed ‘gas’ to be the most
appropriate connection to the current evolution state. We made this connection since the
root of the apnea problem centred around the blocking of air-passages and the fact that
the CPAP uses air-pressure to prevent such blockage. Once mapped as a ‘gas’ solution,
the trend gives the immediate clue that we should be looking to advance to ‘field’ based
solutions. With this in mind, we then conducted a more specific patent database search
including different field types, the most productive of which is reproduced in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Crude ‘Field’-Based Search Of The US Patent Database

Examination of the patent at the top of the list revealed the following: “A device and
method for magnetic stimulation of muscles for the relief of a breathing disorder, such as
obstructive sleep apnea is disclosed. Magnetic stimulation is used to stimulate muscles
which serve to stabilize the upper airway of an individual whose nocturnal apneic events
are related to diminished muscle tone. In one embodiment, a sensor monitors a
physiologic characteristic of the patient, a coil is energized to stimulate the appropriate
muscles associated with the upper airway, a power supply provides power for energizing
the coil, and a control system controls the application of power to the coil based on the
output of the sensor. A passive probed is provided in the patient to focus the magnetic
field produced by the coil.”
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This already seemed like a much less intrusive solution than the CPAP machine. The
figures, while still not exactly looking like they were totally conducive to a good night’s rest,
seemed to confirm the hypothesis:

Figure 4: US7,367,935 Sleep Apnea Cure

2) Invent Beyond
A good next step, having found what looked like an interesting solution, is to establish how
well the patents have been constructed. Here’s what the main Claim from the 7,367,935
patent says:
1. A method of treating obstructive sleep apnea comprising: implanting a passive probe into target
tissue within such a patient, wherein the target tissue corresponds to a location in such a patient
where applying an electrical stimulation to such a patient serves to stabilize an upper airway of
such a patient without assistance of an implanted device that mechanically suspends tissues
associated with the upper airway; providing a magnetic field to the passive probe, wherein the
passive probe alters a characteristic of the magnetic field to enhance a stimulation of the target
tissue of such a patient by the magnetic field, and controlling delivery of the magnetic field to the
passive via an external controller located outside such a patient.

The text highlighted in red seemed to represent the easiest ways to ‘attack’ the invention.
To design around, we have the options to:
a) Switch from a passive to an active probe, and/or
b) Not use an external controller
Both of which seemed like clear evolution jumps to what would be a more ideal system.
3) Untapped Potential
Having identified two fairly simple ways to get around the existing IP, the next job involved
a look at the ‘invent beyond’ potential. As ever, the best way to explore the opportunities to
do this come by conducting an Evolution Potential analysis, the results of which are
reproduced in Figure 5.
The high level of un-exploited trend jumps – untapped potential standing at 55% - again
seemed to suggest a series of promising opportunities. Of course, at this stage, our lack of
domain knowledge potentially becomes a hazard: how do we know which, if any, of the
jumps is likely to improve the performance of the solution? And how do we know if any of
them would allow the solution to out-perform the CPAP.
On one level, we need to know such answers before we can sensibly move forward. On
the other hand, the TRIZ/SI trends exist because literally thousands of other problem
solvers have found that the directions proffered by the trends always deliver a more ideal
solution of some description. The trends are, in this sense, ‘signposts’ intended to give
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inventors a good idea about where and how solutions will evolve. With this in mind, we
perhaps don’t need to know all the details about why each of the jumps is going to help in
the apnea cure story.

Figure 5: US7,367,935 – Untapped Evolution Potential

In a traditional innovation world we would need to commission some experiments in order
to verify that any of the trend directions delivered an apnea cure benefit. As shown in
Figure 6, this ‘traditional’ way of doing things says that we file for a patent only after we
have done the research.
The new ‘agile’ way of looking at innovation is that we don’t need to have done all the
research before we file. Rather it is better for inventors to file as soon as they have
obtained sufficient evidence to convince the examiner that their solution is a valid one.

IP Generation – Traditional Route
do the research
decide
file IP
1-3 years

2-3 months

compile
evidence
file IP

12 months

decide
do the research

IP Generation – Agile Innovation Route
Figure 6: Old-World Versus New World Patent Strategy

The big untapped resource that the ‘agile’ route at the bottom of the picture makes use of
is the fact that once submitted, a patent application typically sits in an in-tray at the patent
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office for some time before an examiner is assigned to look at it. This is time when the
inventor can be busy using doing the research that proves the solution works, such that by
the time the examiner does come back with questions (in our experience they never do
anyway), there is a good chance that the necessary information has been obtained. And,
even if the worse comes to the worst and the research shows the solution was incorrect,
the early submission can simply be dropped and a new application filed. In which case
nothing has been lost relative to the old way of managing IP submissions.
We believe that we have derived a very nice solution to improve the magnetic solution
described in US7,367,935 using several of the jumps indicated on the evolution potential
map. So much so that we already compiled our evidence and filed a patent application.
The details of the application aren’t desperately relevant to the purpose of this article
(although hopefully they will be to patients who have to suffer the indignities and massive
inconveniences of the CPAP ‘solution’). What is relevant is:
1) The use of the TRIZ/SI trends to guide the search for alternative, more ideal,
solutions to a problem;
2) The use of untapped evolution potential to improve such solutions as emerge from
the search, and
3) The use of a patent filing strategy that says we should file as soon as we have
compiled sufficient evidence to convince a patent examiner that our solution is
novel, non-obvious, useful and – most important of all – has the possibility to deliver
a much better, more humane solution to the problem.
Now all we need is a route to market. Which, as is so often the case, is usually far more
difficult to solve than the basic technical problem. More on that subject in a future article.
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How Good Is My Patent?
(Part 1: Re-Thinking Altshuller’s Levels Of Invention)

Abstract
The continuing rise in importance of intellectual property around the world is causing
many organisations to begin adopting more sophisticated IP management strategies.
Key to the success of these strategies is the ability to place objectively meaningful
financial value on a given patent or patent portfolio. In turn, one of the missing
pieces in the valuation jigsaw is being able to quantify how ‘good’ a patent is. At this
point in history, the only scientific attempt to create a scale of invention quality has
been the five point ‘level of invention’ scale instigated by Genrich Altshuller and other
TRIZ researchers. Unfortunately, many are finding that the originally defined criteria
for the five different levels of invention are often abstract and in some cases
meaningless in the context of the current business environment. This article
represents an attempt to open a dialogue aimed at re-defining the Five Levels and in
so doing create a more universal IP quality measurement standard. It forms the first
part in a two part series; the second part will explore algorithms aimed at turning
patent quality into an objective financial valuation.
Introduction
As progressively more organisations seek to calculate the worth of their IP portfolio,
traditional means of valuing patents (e.g. using citation index) are rapidly becoming
seen as, at best, subjective, and at worse wildly inaccurate. Souchkov (Reference 1)
has previously discussed the work of Altshuller to at least begin to include some kind
of measure of quality into the patent story. As Souchkov reports, although Altshuller
was probably the first to attempt the feat, little of what he proposed provides any kind
of objectively testable measures.
If we take the definitions of a Level 1 patent, for example, we can see that:
a) The inventor did not look outside their organisation
b) Between 1 and 10 ‘trials’ were performed
c) Around 32% of patents (when Altshuller conducted the evaluation; in more
recent times – References 2,3 – we see this figure has fallen)
None of these measures is in any way meaningful to an inventor looking to assess
how good their invention currently is. Even Souchkov’s proposed improved scheme
(‘Quantitative improvement: simple change of a value of a parameter or optimization’)
leaves considerable doubt as to whether the invention is Level 1 or higher.
Being able to assess the quality of an invention is important not just to the inventor,
but also to the intended assignee and therefore commercialiser of the patent. In the
ultimate – the ideal final result if you like - what both would like to do is be able to
quantify how much in dollar terms an invention is worth before the patent application
is filed. The ‘before’ criterion is particularly important here since having such
information prior to filing allows the inventor to decide whether the invention is
‘finished’ yet. In other words, if the determined value is low or (more likely given that
97% of patents end up being worthless) zero, they should be able to perform more
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work on the problem until such times as the likely value has reached an acceptable
level.
We will be considering how to achieve this ideal final result in the second part of this
article. For now, the main missing element in the calculation relates to being able to
measure the quality of the patent.
Here, first, is the most popular Altshuller definition scheme for those unfamiliar with
this part of TRIZ history:
Level 1
Routine design problems solved by methods well known within the domain.
Usually no invention needed.
example: use of coal for writing
(32% of all patents)
Level 2
Minor improvements to an existing system using methods known within the industry.
example: graphite pencil (wrapped coal stick)
(45%)
Level 3
Fundamental improvement to an existing system using methods known outside the
industry.
example: ink pen (ink instead of coal)
(18%)
Level 4
A new generation of a system that entails a new principle for performing the system's
primary functions. Solutions are found more often in science than technology.
example: printer (another whole system for writing)
(4%)
Level 5
A rare scientific discovery or pioneering invention of an essentially new system.
example: electronic pen&paper = written communication
(1%)
The percentage numbers relate to the approximate proportion of patents found within
each of the five levels during the course of the original TRIZ research. Our more
recent research (Reference 2, 3), where we have tried to apply the same basic
assessment criteria as defined by Altshuller, suggest that these numbers have
shifted somewhat. One of our main difficulties in making our assessments was the
lack of objectivity and specificity of the defined rules:
Problems With Original System
1) Level 1 inventions are only ever worth anything in extreme niche applications,
such as the very precise formulation of, say, an additive. The main problem
with all Level 1 inventions is that they are extremely easy to design around.
Thus, even though the products and processes sold based on the patent
might be generating high revenues, a competitor would be able to create a
very similar version without infringing on the original IP.
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2) Based on our client experiences, Level 3 and particularly Level 4 inventions
tend to have the highest value of all the Levels of Invention the reasons for
this are multiple: Level 3: the basic technology already exists in one domain,
and hence it is relatively easy to transfer into the new domain; the customer is
already wanting the function delivered by the invention and can very quickly
observe that the new solution is better and that the cost of changing to that
solution is small. Level 4 inventions require more development and a bigger
investment in change by the user and hence is usually subject to ‘early
adopter’ effects – i.e. a slow initial take-up before the new technology takes
over the market. Level 4 inventions also have the potential to generate
significant additional revenues when the initial solution opens up the
possibility of spin-off and other new products.
3) Level 5 inventions have the highest potential value of all patents, but it
requires extremely careful management of an IP portfolio in order to secure
even a small percentage of the theoretical value. Given that the likely life of
the initial patent is 17 years, the owner needs not only to recover as much of
the value as possible in that period, but also to develop and maintain a suite
of supporting Level 4, 3 and 2 patents to extend the life of the portfolio for as
long as possible. Most organisations (aside from pharmaceutical companies –
who probably define the state of the art in terms of IP strategy) are only just
beginning to learn how to do this job effectively.
In order to best assess future IP generated by inventors and those tasked with
assessing patents and patent applications, we believe that it is important to be able
to define measures that can be used prior to the submission of patent applications. If
we can’t ‘know’ a priori how good a patent is, we open the possibility that more
meaningful investment decisions can be made. We thus propose the following
heuristics which we hope provide, in quick reference guide form, objective means of
establishing the level of a given invention:
Level 1
- No evidence of a contradiction having being solved (i.e. a re-optimization –
moving trade-off from one place to another – as described in Reference 1 for
example)
- No jumps or no net positive jump (i.e. any forward jump is balanced by a
corresponding negative jump) along one of the 38 Trends (Reference 4)
- Possibility of simple design around of the patent (e.g. by changing one or two
words)
The second of these tests is the most objective. Especially when based around the
Evolution Potential analysis concept (Reference 4). Although the third test might not
sound objective, as soon as we look at our patent claims for specific attribute
definitions in our independent claims, then we have a very clear sign. By way of
example, here is the text from Claim 1 of a typical Level 1 invention:
1. A cooking container, comprising: a body; and a lid, each of said body and said lid
including a heating part generating heat by using microwaves, and a heat transfer part
transferring heat from the heating part to food, wherein at least one of said body and said lid
is provided on an inside surface thereof with an embossment extending from an uplifted
portion of said body or a bulged portion on the lid to be brought into contact with the food at
said embossment, and at least one of said body and said lid includes a hole through a nonuplifted portion of the body and a non-bulged portion of the lid.
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No sooner do we, for example, include a hole through an up-lifted portion of the
body, we have designed around this Claim.
Level 2
- Resolution of at least one contradiction*
- One or more net positive jumps along the Trends on a radar plot**
* several of our clients have already begun to include this test in their Stage Gate
processes.
** Here again we refer to the Evolution Potential concept and particularly the radar
plot method for plotting the relative position of an invention along the relevant trends.
Figure 1 illustrates an analysis to compare two inventions A and B. B has made
many more positive jumps than A and hence is more likely to be a high quality
patent, albeit still a Level 2.
Invention A – 1 positive jump

Invention B – 15+ positive jumps

Pre-invention – blue
Invention - Pink

Figure 1: Evolution Potential Analysis Of Two Inventions

We will return in more detail to the use of Evolution Potential and trend jumps as a
measure of quality in Part 2 of the story – in particular the problem of knowing which
trends might be more important than others in the context of a given industry. We
know from our extensive research in this area (i.e. we construct before-after radar
plots for many thousands of patents) that the likely value of a patent is closely
correlated to the number of net positive jumps that an invention has made relative to
the pre-invention state of the art.
Level 3
- Evidence of having identified and transferred a technology from another
domain (the main test of the Level 3 invention – easily testable because a
prior art search for the chosen technology in the new domain will reveal
nothing)
- Resolution of at least one contradiction
- At least one net positive jump along the Trends on a radar plot
The second two tests are also important in determining the likely success of a Level
3 invention. ‘Merely’ transferring a technology from one domain to another is unlikely
by itself to be successful since the specific constraints and requirements will
inevitably change from one domain to the other. The presence of at least one solved
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contradiction provides a clear indication that having made the domain shift, the
inventor has pro-actively sought to challenge the context shift problems that
inevitably occur.
A classic example of a Level 3 invention is the Dyson vacuum cleaner – Figure 2.
The Dyson was the first domestic vacuum cleaner to use cyclone technology.
Cyclone separators were already a well established solution in other industries, but
mainly large-scale industrial applications. Dyson could simply have transferred the
basic design of an industrial size unit, but simply scaling the design would merely
have created a very inefficient small unit. Dyson (admittedly via over 5000 trial and
error experiments) successfully overcame the size-versus-efficiency contradiction,
and hence created a solution that meets our criteria.
Level 4
- Patent search reveals no previous evidence of related solution in any other
industry domain
- Solution delivers an existing function more ideally than current solutions
The first of these two tests is the simplest to apply. It is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for our definition of a Level 4 invention. Merely applying an effect (or
‘phenomena’ the term used by Arthur in Reference 5) for the first time is not by itself
a guarantee of success. Since ‘success’ is determined by solutions moving in the
direction of ‘more ideal’, we should also apply this test to determine an appropriate
measure of quality. Because the new solution is by definition not an extrapolation of
a previous solution, the Evolution Potential analysis is of less value here. It can be
important, but really in order to answer the ‘more ideal’ question, we need to conduct
an analysis of the relative performance of the incumbent and new solutions relative
to the attributes the intended customer will use in order to determine ideality.
Level 5
- Discovery or uncovering of a new phenomena or effect
- No evidence of related solutions in other industry domains
- Solution effectively migrates the delivered function to a different level
(e.g. pen becomes ‘written communication’ system)
Again, Reference 5 has much to say about the subject of phenomena and effects,
and how technology makes its biggest advances when scientists uncover new
phenomena. Level 5 solutions are relatively easy to test for since a prior art search
will reveal nothing. The only thing we need to be careful of here is that others haven’t
already uncovered the same basic phenomena and called it something different, or
haven’t called it by name at all.
Towards Actual Financial Value
By way of a lead in to Part 2 of this article, we conclude with a few words about how
we need to transition measures of patent quality to financial value. As stated at the
beginning of this article, the holy grail of the patent measurement world would deliver
the ability to place a meaningful financial value on a patent. Several people have
made attempts to produce such tools (Reference 6 and 7 for example), but all have
tried to answer the question in a top-down way using statistical evidence. The
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fundamental flaw with such an approach is the extraordinary level of non-linearity in
the world of invention. Three aspects should be taken into consideration here:
a) A patent can be worth several billion dollars on one day and literally zero the
day after once a step-change advance solution appears on the market. One
only needs to look at disruptors like Dyson and Jobs to see the havoc that can
be brought to incumbent players. Any sensible valuation needs, somehow, to
build in these ‘non-linearity’ effects whether they come from disruptive or
sustaining innovation attempts.
b) The likely success of any patent is very low irrespective of the quality of the
invention. This is simply because there are many other factors above and
beyond inventiveness that will come into the value equation – route to market,
ability to scale, distance ahead of the competition, market openness to
change being just four factors. By way of demonstrating the extent of the
problem here, Figure 2 reproduces an analysis performed on the patent
portfolio generated by inventors at the University of California between the
years 1982 and 2000. In simple terms, nearly every patent failed, but the one
or two that succeeded more than made up for the financial losses incurred by
the ‘failures’.

Figure 2: Financial Return From University Of California Patents, 1982-2000

The five Levels being proposed form merely a first step in connecting invention quality to
likely financial value. We have already introduced the thought that the Evolution Potential
concept and number of jumps correlates to value, but it is also worth noting that historical
evidence suggests another enormous non-linearity here relating to all of the non-technical
issues surrounding an invention. The technical merit of an invention ultimately accounts
for less than 20% of the innovation failures (Reference 8). Far more important is whether
and how well an inventor (and more likely assignee) are able to monetise the invention.
Figure 3, finally, hints at some of the problems here. Level 5 patents ‘could’ be the most
valuable patents, but if they cannot be transitioned to the commercial world within the life
of a patent, their actual value is much more likely to tend towards zero (e.g. the laser
patent was ultimately worth many $billions, but it took 30 years in litigation to get the
award to the heirs of the original patent holder).
Similarly, Level 1 patents can generate substantial value for a period. One of their greatest
problems, however, tends to be the ease with which they can be circumvented.
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Figure 3: Correlation Between Level Of Invention And Financial Value

In part two we will attempt to show readers how we have taken these and other
issues into account in our efforts to achieve our ultimate goal of an ‘IP value
dashboard’ for senior managers and executives.
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Not So Funny: 2009 Awards
And so, with an atonal trumpet fanfare, we proudly announce our annual list of not-sofunny Awards for 2009. If recessions are supposed to weed out the weak and inept,
apparently not everyone is obeying the rules. Here are our top rule breakers for a fairly
spectacular last twelve months.
Joint ‘It-Can’t-Be-KLM-Again Suck’y-Airline Of The Year’ and ‘All-ConversationsMay-Be-Recorded-For-Training-Purposes Customer Service’ Awards – well, it had to
happen sooner or later. Everyone has their ‘you won’t believe what Ryanair did to me last
week..’ story, but, hey, that’s traditionally been a part of their charm. And usually an
acceptable consequence of the fact that your flight just cost you less than the packet of
Pringles you consumed on board. Mostly, in other words, these horror stories are told with
a half-hidden smile and a shrug of the shoulders. Slightly less funny – and the reason they
win this year’s coveted airline award (sorry, KLM, we successfully avoided you all year.
Ditto Delta and NorthWest the KLM partners in their triumvirate of evil) – was the email
they sent me after I’d flown out to Austria with them, saying that they ‘might’ have
‘accidently’ taken two lots of money from my account for the flight. Well, of course,
everyone can make mistakes, so at this point my temperature was still a fairly steady
37.3degrees. Slightly greater cause for concern came towards the end of the email, which
duly informed me that in order to re-claim the money they had accidently taken from my
bank account without asking me, I had to ring their help-line number. This ‘offer’, the email
went on, was only valid before I boarded the flight. This seemed a little odd in light of the
fact that I was reading the email after I’d arrived. Sure enough a check of the time the
email was sent was several hours after they knew my flight had departed. Hmm. So now I
was faced with the daunting prospect of an International-rate call to their premium-charge
rate ‘help-line’. Surprise, surprise, it was one of those ‘to book a cut-price lobotomy, press
3’ type automated call centres. Except you had to listen to two premium minutes worth of
how great the airline was before the options appeared. Strangely enough, when the
options did appear, one of them didn’t cover the option to recover money the company
had stolen from your account. The closest was ‘for other options press 5’. I duly pressed 5.
Immediately the line went dead. So I dialed again. Another two minutes of learning how
great the company was, and the first inkling of a rise in my body temperature. This time I
pressed a different number. Someone answered. A real person. I told them what my
problem was and they said they would transfer me. Immediately the line went dead. I
begin to glow pink. Not helped by another two minutes of ‘best on-time arrivals and
cheapest prices’ following a third dial in to the premium rate number. This time I pressed
another number. Again a real person answered. I told them that I had now been
transferred to a dead line two times and please would they not do it again. The person
asked me what my problem was. I told her. She said she would transfer me. She did. The
line went dead. My phone calls had now cost more than my flight. I gave up, staring
blankly at the Michael O’Leary voodoo doll I had by now sketched on my notepad. There
was a very large arrow through Mr O’Leary’s head by this time, but to be honest it wasn’t
make me feel much better. I decided to wait until I was at the airport for my return flight to
query the problem. This was a good decision right up to the point where the very nice lady
at the check-in desk told me I would have to ring the help-line. I nodded, and took the
notepad out of my (less than 7kg) hand-luggage. ‘Do you know who this is?’ I asked her,
showing her my more than slightly obliterated sketch of Michael O’Leary. She looked at
the picture and shook her head. ‘It’s your boss’ I told her. She looked puzzled. Maybe a
little concerned, given that there were several arrows through an assortment of Mr
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O’Leary’s body parts by now. Thinking quickly, I asked if she had his address so that I
could send him the picture. ‘You could try the help-line,’ she said. I told her thankyou and
politely took my boarding pass before she could change her mind.

Ryanair CEO, Michael O’Leary sans arrows.

The Depeche Mode Everything-Counts-In-Large-Amounts Literature Award…well,
2009 turned out to be a year of mediocrity slightly worse than the less than vintage year
that was 2008 as far as the substantial majority of business literature was concerned.
From a veritable avalanche of rubbish books, the four that found themselves on the top of
our bonfire were:

So, from left to right, we start with a trip to the world of utter delusion. On one level ‘The
Signature of the Cell’ has to be admired; filling 624 pages with so many falseassumptions, mis-interpretations and plain wrong facts takes a deal of devotion and zeal
that would get most people straight-jacketed and thrown into a padded cell. The best
explanation I can come up with for the thickness of the book is that the author has the
theory that the weight of the argument between Darwinian evolution and creationism is
literally about weight. All in all, pretty sad, but not quite as sad as ‘The Business Of
Solutions’, which manages to be a lot shorter and four times the price. Purportedly the first
business book to ‘systematically explore the integrated solutions business model’, by
page, oh let’s see, 7 it becomes pretty clear that author Federica Ceci doesn’t really
understand the words integrated solutions business or model individually, never mind as
the components of the same sentence. Pointless, horribly mis-guided and very closely
related to the idea of give a troop of chimpanzees typewriters and sooner or later they will
reproduce a line of Shakespeare. In that model of the world, all the text before the line of
Shakespeare gets edited out; in The Business Of Solutions, it is left in.
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In contrast to the quasi-random ramblings of Dr Ceci, Kevin Maney writes in a somewhat
more convincing manner. The only problem, then, with ‘Trade-Off: Why Some Things
Catch On And Others Don’t’ is, err, the whole premise. Ultimately this book – with its
endorsement from good-to-great guru Jim Collins (think of this as a parental guidance
warning label on the cover of the book) – is a master-class in getting the complete wrong
end of the stick and almost convincing the reader to also grasp hold of it too. The business
equivalent of the Monty Python sketch in which Michael Palin is lying in a military hospital
having lost various limbs happy in the belief they will grow back.
Next up comes the ’60 Minute Innovator’, which manages to combine grandmotherssucking-sucking eggs type dogma in with yet more complete lack of understanding about
how the world works. Except a realization that, because everyone is so busy, it is
important to be able to guide people to completely the wrong idea very very quickly. In 60
seconds in fact. Which, coincidentally, is about as long as it takes to get the book burning
with a decent flame.
Well, these four came pretty close to the top of our bonfire, but ultimately, their awfulness
was nothing compared to that found in our eventual choice as worst of the year:

Quite possibly the most ill-conceived, mis-guided, and idiotic books of the decade, it
receives our prestigious award by managing to combine all of these attributes with having
the potential to be extremely dangerous. Dangerous that is if any organization decided to
actually act on the, on the surface, slick and beautifully honed advice. A classic yet tragic
triumph of sizzle over steak. Being published on the usually reliable Harvard Business
School Press serves only to compound the danger, the publisher lending a degree of
credibility that frankly makes me wonder whether everyone was on drugs when the
decision to publish this was made. From start to finish the book tries to simplify a complex
story into a binary, black-or-white, clever-not-clever world view. Worse still it tries to do so
from an apparently comprehensive programme of research. Alas like any busy-fool
research, garbage out is the only likely outcome when garbage is put in. Patronising,
obvious and, all in all, about as clever as a bucket of offal.
The Necessity-Is-Not-Always-The-Mother Invention Award – as ever, multiple winners
of our search to find the least useful patents of the year. We’ll start in one of the
guaranteed domains to bring out the very worst in man’s inventive endeavours… petcare.
Enter this year’s winner, US7,581,514, a ‘novel pet-drying garment’. Apparently, when
pet’s get wet, one of the biggest problems owners have is making sure their pet gets
properly dried all over before illness sets in. Funny, I thought it was stopping the stupid
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creatures from shaking excess water from their fur onto your new shirt. Anyway, enter the
solution…

…a wrap-around garment that seems to do anything but dry your pet all over. Probably
best used in those situations where your dog jumps in the sea and comes out with just
their neck and rump wet. Yup, that’ll happen all the time.
And so, moving swiftly onwards, we come to our next candidate, US7,517,219, the
abstract of which describes the following:
A musical video is made at a first time of a dancer whose head is stationary but whose feet and
body are moving in synchronism with a dance song. The dancer's head is then removed from the
video. At a festive occasion (e.g., a birthday party) at a subsequent time, the dance song is
replayed and a video is made of the response of the head, in a stationary position, of one or more
of the celebrants at the festive occasion to the dance song. The celebrant's head is combined with
the dancer's body to produce two (2) videos are then combined into a single video in which the
celebrant's head appears on the dancer's body.

And here’s what that looks like:

Unfortunately, we’re unable to tell readers where they can go and buy one. The inventors
live in California though, so perhaps you might be able to track them down.
Swinging from the pointless to the dangerous, our next winners are a group of inventors
from the worryingly titled Social Fabric Corporation. Congratulations to US 7,592,910 a
‘social matching’ patent that, and here you have to admire the thoroughness, describes its
world of evil over a hundred pages of text and 138 figures. Here’s the main one:
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Which doesn’t look nearly as sinister as the invention itself, the gist of which goes
something along the lines that an electronic device ‘such as a handheld radio’, is used to
find a person who meets criteria specified by a user. This electronic device is programmed
with information regarding the genetic attributes (gulp!) of individuals. These individuals
are then matched by computing a correlation of the genetic attributes of two individuals.
The information regarding these genetic attributes are then determined by testing a tissue
or fluid sample (double gulp). In yet another embodiment of the invention, “once biological
or genetic attributes are determined, a perfume may be manufactured which is based on a
unique set of genetic attributes, and which may either fortify the sexual self-confidence
and broadcast the attributes of the person who wears the perfume, or may be used to
enhance the attractiveness of another person.” Also from California. Be afraid, be very
afraid.
Finally, a big ‘shame-on-you’ to the USPTO for granting the ‘inventive’ means of attaching
a harmonica to a guitar described in US7,638,698, granted on December 29. One of the
main criteria for granting a patent is that the solution should be non-obvious. The
inventor’s solution involves a magnet. Which sounds about as obvious as things come
from where we sit. Perhaps the ‘non-obvious’ part confusing the examiner was who’d want
to attach their harmonica to their guitar in the first place….

…but then maybe the answer comes when we learn the place of residence of the inventor.
Which turns out to be California. Hmm.
The One-Big-Happy-Family Generations Award –
Some of my best friends are Generation Y. Actually, that’s a lie. Almost none of my even
most casual acquaintances are Generation Y. It’s probably fair to say that I struggle with
this, let’s be generous for a second, ‘high maintenance’ cohort. By rights I should be a lot
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more sympathetic, after all this is a generation that has unwittingly been blighted with a
double whammy of unfortunate traits by their parents – firstly a belief that they can have
exactly what they want, the moment they want it and second that they will be bailed out by
said parents if and when things go wrong. And go wrong they certainly have for many UK
GenY persons, with over a quarter of them currently failing to be able to get a job since
leaving school or university. This in a land where the average unemployment is less than
10%. I can already feel a tear forming in the corners of my crow-footed and rapidly failing
eyes. And then I read this award-winning series of comments from ‘Alan’ a Generation Y
person currently looking for a job. Alan, quit university after a year and went travelling to
Australia because he ‘wasn’t inspired’ by his studies. Then he got a job in a solicitor’s
office, but quit after less than a month because he ‘couldn’t get his head around Microsoft
Office’; then he considered a career in electronics, but decided he ‘didn’t have the right
sort of mind’; then he got fired from a job as a roadie with a band, because it was ‘tiring’.
Alan wants to be a poet. Albeit one who will it seems only consider writing with a quill pen
cut from swan feathers. Like me, Alan’s parents probably also sob themselves to sleep at
night.
The Slow-Fast-Moving-Consumer-Goods Design Excellence Award – the heady
world of FMCG has seemingly survived through a year of recession undaunted in its
attempts to lure the consumer with the weird and wonderful. Although it has to be said that
in these days of extreme health consciousness it isn’t entirely clear who the target market
for ‘Pig Brains in Milk Gravy’ is. Suicide by blocked arteries maybe?

Of slightly less clear nutritional value is this offering:

Really not a lot to say about that one. Probably fair to say that its main health giving
benefit is that no-one in their right mind is going to let it pass their lips. Unlike this surreal
gem:
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Guaranteed no calories in that one. The same of which can probably said for this trio of
beauties from the world of consumer electronics:

To be clear, the ET finger is a light. And I don’t think Apple officially endorses either of the
two products on the left. The mind boggles at the thought of some of the themed listening
opportunities arising from the iPod toilet roll holder. Feel free to write in with your
suggestions. All cisterns are go? A bit like this intriguing restaurant concept from Japan:

In addition to serving their food in plastic toilet bowls, the restaurant gets double TRIZ
bonus points for its Principle 13 theming of its restrooms in a restaurant style. Flushed with
pride?
Last up in the new-product category is a trip to the slightly macabre… portraits of dead
relatives…
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…painted using their ashes. Oh yes.
The You Know It’s Not Your Day When Award – sticking with the theme of death, quite
probably the saddest story of the year comes from Brazil, where a Brazilian woman died
after being struck by her husband's coffin. The incident happened when the newly
widowed Marciana Silva Barcelos was hit by the coffin when the hearse she was
travelling in was involved in a car crash. The 67-year-old woman was on the way to the
cemetery to bury her husband, who had died the day before. The hearse was struck from
behind by an Alfa Romeo car. The coffin slammed into the head of the woman, who was
sitting in the passenger seat of the hearse, killing her instantly. She and her family were on
the way to a cemetery in the town of Alvorada in the Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Sul,
for the funeral of her partner, Josi Silveira Coimbra. The 76-year-old man had died of a
heart attack on Sunday after attending a dance.

The Are-You-Sure-About-This Advertising Award – an easy one this year in light of
the implosion of the Tiger Woods phenomenon. All sympathies to Accenture, one of the
myriad sponsors making use of Woods’ image, because the way they’ve used his image
can take on a very different interpretation given what we now know:
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Suddenly ‘High performance. Delivered.’ takes on a whole new meaning. If interpretation
really is 60% of the story, little wonder Accenture, knowing what it takes to be a tiger (!),
were forced into the decision to drop the golfer. An object lesson in the pitfalls of
personality-based advertising. But in the meantime, until all the posters get taken down, a
great exercise in observing how well the human brain is able to re-adjust one meaning into
something completely different. Innovation delivered indeed.
The Never Make Predictions Especially About The Future, We’re-Going-Out-OfBusiness-Ha-Ha Prediction Award – given our almost 50% success rate on last year’s
predictions, UK industry has submitted a petition requesting that we don’t make any
predictions about which companies will disappear in 2010. We are sorry to disappoint our
readers. And any British Airways personnel that might be reading. Or anyone working in
the newspaper industry. Or the music industry. Or…
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Patent of the Month - Nanoprisms

Patent of the month this month is US7,648,595 awarded to inventors at Northwestern
University in Illinois on January 19. The invention relates to the manufacture of nanoprisms, the significance of which is described in the invention disclosure as follows:
Size is an important parameter in nanoscale materials that can provide control over many of their
physical and chemical properties, including luminescence, conductivity, and catalytic activity. Over
the past century, colloid chemists have gained excellent control over particle size for several
spherical metal and semiconductor compositions. This chemical control over particle size has led
to the discovery of quantum confinement in colloidal nanocrystals and their exploitation as probes
in biological diagnostic applications, LED materials, lasers, and Raman spectroscopy enhancing
materials. In contrast, the challenge of synthetically controlling particle shape has been met with
limited success. Nevertheless, some physical and solid-state chemical deposition methods have
been developed for making semiconductor and metal nanowires, nanobelts, and dots, and there
are now a variety of methods for making rods with somewhat controllable aspect ratios using
electrochemical and membrane-templated syntheses.
Less is known with respect to solution synthetic methods for non-spherical particles such as
triangles or cubes. However, methods do exist for making colloidal samples of Pt cubes and
pyramids. All of these solution methods are based on thermal processes, and in most cases, with
the exception of rods, yield relatively small quantities of the desired particle shape. However, much
like particle size-control in nanoscale materials led to the discovery of new and important
fundamental science and technological applications in diagnostics, optics, catalysis, and
electronics, synthetic methods that lead to control over particle shape can be expected to lead to
important fundamental as well as technological advances. Therefore, the development of bulk
solution synthetic methods that offer control over particle shape is of paramount importance if the
full potential of these novel materials is to be realized.

From a contradiction perspective, the invention represents a very clear fight between the
desire to make prisms of a particular shape versus the limited ability to manufacture them.
Here’s how others have solved similar problems:

And here’s how the Northwestern inventors solved the problem:
…a photoinduced method for synthesizing large quantities of silver nanoprisms in high yield in the
form of a colloidal suspension. This photo-mediated route has led to a colloid with distinctive
optical properties that directly relate to the shape control. One embodiment of the invention
provides a method of forming nanoprisms by exposing a suspension of non-crystalline silver
particles to light having a wavelength of less than about 700 nm to form silver crystals. The
method uses a wavelength of light between about 350 nm and about 700 nm. The suspension
may comprise a reducing agent, a stabilizing agent, and a surfactant and the light exposure may
be intermittent or continue over hours, days, weeks or longer. The suspension may also be stably
maintained in the absence of light having a wavelength of less than about 700 nm.
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The main inventive step, in other words, involves making use of light (a pretty good ‘field’ –
Principle 28) of a specific wavelength (Segmentation maybe? Or Parameter Change?).
Interesting also is the connection that can be made to Inventive Principle 32, Colour
Change. Not that the invention disclosure mentions colour per se, rather that the use of
light of a certain wavelength – especially a wavelength that sits within the visible spectrum
(red) – is perhaps a connection that might well have arisen if we had been able to
overcome the likely initial psychological inertia that ( this problem has nothing to do with
colour’.
Here’s a little more detail of the invention and what the nanoprisms look like, taken from
an academic paper rather than the invention disclosure:

Who would have guessed?
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Best of the Month - Marketing Warfare
Not a lot to recommend in the start to 2010, so our reading attentions this month shifted to
a re-reading of some of the all-time management classics. And out of that melee,
Marketing Warfare, by Al Ries and Jack Trout emerged as our best-of choice for January.
Or rather the 20th Anniversary update edition – not that you can see too much difference
change from the original beyond the switch of cover art. The lack of change is probably as
good an indication as any of the quality of the original insights behind the book. Which, as
the title suggests, is that winning in a commercial marketplace is analogous to winning a
war. As with all analogies, they work so far and then they stop working. The Ries/Trout
analogy travels about as far as the connection between geographic territory and
customers. That said, what makes this book such a powerful one is its avoidance of
making pronouncements that sound exciting simply because they do sound exciting. Too
many marketing books follow a line that ends up creating the commercial-world equivalent
of Custer’s Last Stand or the Charge of the Light Brigade, because they promote a
message that is heroic over pragmatic. Most marketing people (we’ve met at least) seem
to love that kind of naïve heroism. Attacking is a lot more fun (in a marketing sense) than a
defensive strategy, but defensive strategies win the day far more than they lose.

What has been so interesting about re-reading the book is the new relevance it takes on in
light of the global financial crisis and the subsequent ‘war’ that many organizations now
find themselves a part of. The book was first published at around the start of what turned
out to be one of the longest (in the West at least) economic booms ever, but its content
seems just as relevant – maybe even more so – now that we find ourselves in more
difficult times. And that doesn’t mean in a necessarily aggressive, let’s go kill the other
side way. Rather the book represents a very TRIZ/SI-like bringing together of ‘someone,
somewhere already solved your problem’ advice – universal principles that make sense
irrespective of the prevailing context. And it can be read in a couple of hours (hey, it’s for
marketing people!)
“The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgment that the statesman and
commander have to make is to establish the kind of war in which they are embarking;
neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into something that is alien to its nature.”
Karl von Clausewitz – strategist of strategists
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Conference Report – 1st International Conference On Systematic Innovation

The world’s first Systematic Innovation conference took place at the National Tsing-Hua
University in Hsinchu, Taiwan from the 22nd to 25th of January. Yours truly was honoured
with the opening keynote address of the conference (slides on the ‘Free Downloads’ page
of the website if anyone is interested) and, alongside close to 200 delegates, was able to
witness the beginning of the gradual evolution of the TRIZ story into something a little
broader. That said, the large majority of the over one hundred papers (over seventy of
which were in English) had a distinct TRIZ bias. Non-TRIZ highlight of the conference was
probably the day two tutorial session by Dr Jay Lee of the University of Cincinnati on
‘Dominant Innovation’… which essentially meant trying to uncover unmet consumer needs
and transforming products into services. All good stuff from a Western perspective, but it
felt like no matter how good the theory and content was, the audience it was being
presented to here was the wrong one. i.e. the conference was attended by predominantly
the ‘usual suspects’ when it comes to a TRIZ-related conference – namely the technical
people. This mis-match between the inherently strategic nature of many of the TRIZ
solution directions and the people interested in TRIZ might just turn out to be the Achilles
heel of the subject in the coming months and years. It was probably the most apparent
feature of the conference for this attendee; with many of the case studies looking like TRIZ
was used to deliver some really rubbish solutions (when in fact the case studies were
conducted by people who had no authority to really solve the correct problem), or were
messages and tools (e.g. CREAX’s latest offering) which offer the potential to get users
out of boxes their position within the organisation prevents them from exploiting.
For a more detailed pass through some of the better papers, interested readers would do
well to catch Ellen Domb’s day-by-day review of the conference on the TRIZ Journal live
feed. Alas, I was only able to be present for a day and a half of the event so am only
qualified to talk about a fraction of the papers presented. A subsequent trawl through the
conference proceedings on the plane home alas didn’t seem to reveal any real hidden
gems. Including – or perhaps inevitably these days – by the Russian authors who turned
up to present.
All in all, the dominant ‘failure-to-launch’ TRIZ-problem continues. Only now, in light of the
conference’s expansion of focus to other topics such as Kano, QFD, Blue-Ocean, it seems
that it is a failure to launch on a whole host of fronts. Still, the conference was a valiant
effort and a necessary event in the innovation calendar, and for that sincere thanks must
go to Professor Sheu for his tremendous efforts in pulling such an array of content
together. And, indeed, for already ensuring that there will be a second conference in
March 2011 in Shanghai. Make sure you put that one in your diary. Especially if next time
we can encourage some senior management attendance. And papers.
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Investments – Light Switchable Adhesive
A Swedish start-up company has developed a new switchable adhesive. The adhesive is
very strong in its normal state but loses its adhesion when exposed to visible light. The
adhesive has been developed for adhesion to fragile surfaces, such as skin. The company
is looking for partners, e.g. in the electronics, paper and graphics industry that are
interested in using the technology for non-medical applications such as security labels,
fixation tapes, vehicle graphics, shop floor markers, etc.

Adhesives and adhesive tapes often have contradictory requirements: they need to
adhere firmly yet be easily and cleanly removed. These requirements exist for several
applications where there is a need for fixation for a limited time a time period that can vary
from seconds to years. For some, the main purpose is to be able to easily separate two
adhered surfaces for recycling or repair. For others, the ability to remove the adhesive
bond without damaging the application surface is most important. The greatest benefit for
some applications is the ability to easily remove the adhesive without having to clean the
application surface afterwards. Yet for an additional group, the greatest benefit is the
ability to reduce the adhesive bond to enable removal of tapes and adhesives in
automated systems. Technologies that can satisfy these requirements open up many new
application areas, thereby expanding the entire market for adhesives.
Several adhesive technologies try to meet the requirements of strong fixation in
combination with easy removal. All have benefits and disadvantages. Often, the adhesive
systems work with a "switch" mechanism that changes the adhesive properties. The
switch can, for example, be triggered by heat or electricity.
The Swedish innovation-based start-up company has developed a new technology
platform of switchable pressure-sensitive adhesives that enables de-bonding on demand.
The adhesives adhere strongly to the application surface but can within a few seconds of
exposure to visible light be easily removed without leaving any residue.
The adhesive comprise a photoinitiator that reacts to visible light. The reaction makes the
polymer chains in the adhesive cross link and thus the stickiness of the substance
vanishes. The cross linking process or "switching" takes a few seconds.
For medical dressings, the tape design comprises a transparent film onto which the lightswitchable adhesive is laminated. On top of the transparent film is a light-protective film
that is adhered to the transparent film with a breathable adhesive. At the removal time, the
light-protective film is peeled off and the adhesive is exposed to light through the
transparent film. When the adhesive is "switched," it can easily be removed together with
the transparent backing film without causing skin irritation or pain for the user.
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For non-medical products, such as labels and posters, the design can be simplified. The
adhesive can be laminated directly onto a light-blocking backing material. When it is time
for removal, the backing material (such as a label or a poster) is removed and any
remaining adhesive is exposed to light. After a few minutes of ambient light exposure, the
adhesive has "switched" and can easily be rubbed off saving much time and effort
cleaning.
When using the adhesive in manufacturing processes, using light filters to shield indoor
light sources (as opposed to working with light-protective films) is easiest. For such
applications, the light-switchable adhesive is laminated onto a transparent film, such as
PET, then stored in a light-protective package until it is applied. At the manufacturing site,
all direct light sources that will come in contact with the tape in use are covered with light
filters. The ambient light can, after quality inspection, usually be left unaffected, as the
adhesive tape used for manufacturing processes does not switch because of low-energy
light. For automated systems, light tables with blue LEDs can be used to switch the
adhesive in a few seconds, thus enabling automated and easy removal of tape and no
cleaning is necessary.
The technology combines three otherwise contradicting requirements:
1. The adhesive has a strong bond which enables secure fixation.
2. The adhesive can be removed with low effort. After the switching the adhesiveness is
less than ten times weaker, than in the unswitched mode.
3. The adhesive does not leave residues on removal and can be removed without
damaging the surface it is applied to. It leaves a clean surface after switching and
removal. No time consuming cleaning or post treatment of the surface is needed.
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Generational Cycles – Lego ‘Kipper’ Advertisement
December saw the return of a firm family favourite. The award winning Lego advert ‘Kipper’ – was re-launched onto both TV and in cinemas for the first time since 1983.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2nL5sSSvd0
The advert first became an instant hit amongst the viewing public and creative bodies,
winning a number of awards, eventually featuring in a list of the 100 greatest ads of all
time.
The animated ad and its voice-over impersonation of the late, great Tommy Cooper,
illustrates the huge variety of things you can make out of LEGO bricks by way of a battle
between a mouse which, when threatened by a cat, turns into a dog. The cat turns into a
dragon and so on to a submarine and a submarine-eating kipper – from which the ad
takes its name. The submarine eventually morphs into an elephant, the mouse rebuilds
and the elephant faints.
That the advert has become so popular again is representative of a quite interesting piece
of generational timing. Here’s what the story looks like on our usual generations graph:
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The orange box on the left of the graph shows the original screening period of the
commercial, while the corresponding box on the right shows the current time. As was the
case in the early 1980s, the commercial was primarily targeted at the 6-10 year old
audience. What the picture shows is that the children who watched the original
commercial are now grown up and raising children of their own. A combination of
nostalgia on the part of the parents and – perhaps most intriguingly – the belief that the
target audience is now what is going to be the next generational ‘Artist’ archetype goes a
long way to explaining why Kipper disappeared for 25 years and is now back. With a firebreathing vengeance.
The Lego patents might be expired, but the Generations story perhaps tells us that good
times may soon be with the company again.
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Biology – Deep-Sea Worm

A newly discovered species of deep sea worm releases tiny balloon-like structures that
glow in the dark to distract predators, scientists have found. Researchers using undersea
robots pulled up seven new segmented worm species belonging to a whole group of
critters never seen before. Five of these species appear to cast off glowing bombs
intended to throw off fish on the lookout for dinner.

The transparent body of the worm Swima bombiviridis allows examination of internal anatomy without dissection.
The purple arrow points to the several bioluminescent bombs. Credit: © 2009 Karen J. Osborn

"It was very exciting to see them and realize that they were very different from species
we've seen before," said lead researcher Karen Osborn of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography in La Jolla, Calif. "We think they're using the little bombs as decoys to
escape predators."
Osborn and her colleagues found Swima bombiviridis in seas off the coast of the
Philippines as well as near the west coast of the United States and Mexico.
Liberating part of one's body as an escape tactic is rare, but not unheard of, Osborn said.
Some squid and brittle stars (which are similar to star fish) have been known to cast off an
arm to avoid being eaten. In this case, the balloon bombs seem to be made of modified gill
parts, and only glow once they are ejected from the worms, apparently to distract
predators' attention.
The scientists dubbed the new group Swima bombiviridis ("Swima" meaning that they are
good swimmers, and "bombiviridis" translating to "green bomber" in Latin). They
announced the finding in the Aug. 20 issue of the journal Science.
The agile swimmers use comb-like bristles on their body as paddles to propel them
through the water. Most species in the group live at about 3,000 meters (1.9 miles) below
the sea surface, though some reside in shallower waters at 1,900 meters (1.2 miles) deep.
At these depths, the ocean is extremely cold and completely dark, except for the
occasional glow of a living creature. This kind of glow-in-the-dark ability is called
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bioluminescence, and is actually quite common among animals living in this region of the
sea. Bioluminescence is sometimes used for communication between individuals of a
species, or to attract prey.
The bio-luminescent chaff solution evolved by the five worms offers a neat solution to the
conflict between the desire for the worms to be safe from predators versus the fact that in
the depths of the ocean, it is difficult to disguise yourself and hence to avoid detection by
predators. Here’s what that conflict pair looks like when mapped onto the Contradiction
Matrix:

Perhaps the closest of the Inventive Principles to the actual solution used by the worm is
Principle 34, Discarding & Recovering, which, unfortunately, doesn’t feature amongst the
recommendations found in the Matrix. On the other hand, the Matrix does get us
somewhere pretty close to the solution in the form of Principles 2, Take Out/Separation,
26, Copying, or possibly 24, Intermediary. There’s also, through the temporary bioluminescence an element of Principle 32, Colour Change too.
Which is all in all a pretty good reminder of the amount of overlap between a lot of the 40
Principles. And that when we are using the Principles in ideation sessions, it is very
important to generate multiple solution clues from as many Principles as possible.
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Short Thort
Between what I think I want to say,
what I believe I'm saying,
what I say,
what you want to hear,
what you believe you understand,
what you understand,
there are at least nine possibilities for misunderstanding.

News
UK TRIZ Forum #2
Following the success of last year’s event, we are planning to repeat this one day seminar
on May 13 in Clevedon/Bristol. Interested parties will also be able to participate in a halfday introduction to Fundamental Design Method on the afternoon of the 12th. Details on
the diary page of the website.
Fundamental Design Method
The first of our planned series of Edward Matchett book re-prints, ‘Fundamental Design
Method’ will be published in January. We have also committed to re-print the second book
in the series ‘The Road To True Professionalism’, which we hope will be out by the end of
April.
Chinese Edition of Hands-On Systematic Innovation
The long awaited translation of the book received its official launch at the Systematic
Innovation conference in Taiwan this month. A link to purchase the book online can be
found on the Products page of the website.
Design Structure Matrix Conference
We will be presenting a paper looking at the interesting link between the DSM method and
SI at the annual conference of the DSM community. This year’s event will be held in
Cambridge in sunny July.
AsPIRe10
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Talking of conferences, with a following wind, we will also be presenting a paper at the
inaugural ‘Advances in Patent Information Retrieval’ conference, being held in not-sosunny Milton Keynes at the end of March. The theme of our presentation will be about how
to retrieve ‘good’ patents as opposed to the somewhat easier challenge of ‘relevant’
patents.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Oil/gas – certification training
Machine Tools – Trendstorm sessions
Medical devices – bullet-proof IP
FMCG – due-diligence study
FMCG – problem-solving clinic
Government – customized software
Government – foresight workshop
Research – strategic study
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